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OLD MONEY TALK
Put a * next to phrases you say and think a lot
I can’t afford it.
How much is it? (*to find out if you like it or not)
Money doesn’t grow on trees
There’s only so much to go around.
I hate my bills. I hate money.
Money doesn’t buy happiness, so it’s ok
That’s expensive.
I’m broke
I’m in debt

NEW MONEY TALK to try on
I choose not to buy that right now.
Try to see if you like/love something before you look at the price. If you
love it, need it, or desire it... you deserve it!
Yes it does, it’s paper. There’s an infinite supply of money.
Bills are a sign that people trust me with money. My bills are worth it.
Electricity that runs my washer, dryer, wifi + charges my computer and
phone- all soo so worth it.
That’s a luxury.
I am paying off past expenditures

ACTIONS

1. Make your Vision Board- I use Canva + iMovie, or google
your images and cut them out.
2. ACT like the woman who has your list. Speak it into existence.
ASSUME it is yours and be it now.
3. Gratitude journal for receiving what you desire Ex: Thank you
for the soulmate. Thank you for the unexpected $5,000!
Thank you for the _________.
4. Become aware of your scarcity thinking- Spot, Stop + Swap

it! See abundance everywhere.

(Use back of paper for more writing space. ♻)

AFFIRMATIONS
There is always enough.
I am enough.
I deserve the best and I accept the best NOW!
There is an infinite supply of money in the Universe
I love and appreciate money. And what I appreciate.. appreciates!
I serve, I deserve
I am worthy of massive compensation
I can easily afford all of my needs AND all of my desires
My income is always increasing
Money is attracted to me.
Money easily finds me
Everything is working out in my favor

MAGIC PARKING AND TIME AFFIRMATIONS
Father time, forever by my side. Safely + Swiftly, today I glide. (time)
Mother Cabrini, Find a spot for my machiney (parking)

GOOD QUESTIONS
What would it take to receive unexpected money this week?
What energy space and consciousness can I be to attract the money for ___?
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